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If you are a Flash designer or developer and are not making widgets, you’re missing out! Creating widgets is a lot of fun and also a great way to make yourself known as a Flash developer. This book shows you how to create Flash widgets with some of the new features introduced in Flash CS4 and ActionScript 3.0. It also shows you how easy it is to make your widgets available on socialnetworking sites like Facebook and MySpace, while at the same time exploring how to promote and make money off of them. The Internet is being “widgetized,” don’t miss out on this great opportunity to be a part of it!
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Computer Science IlluminatedJones and Bartlett Publishers, 2002
Welcome to Computer Science Illuminated! This book provides a broad and thorough exploration of computer systems within a computer science context. Although this is classified as a CS-0 book, we realize that the term CS-0 means different things to different people.

Independently, both of us have written successful textbooks on various...
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The Reproductive System (Your Body, How It Works)Chelsea House Publications, 2004

	Organisms reproduce to ensure the continued survival of their respective species. For humans, our ability to produce offspring and contribute to genetic variability in the world is made possible by our body's reproductive system. In "The Reproductive System", learn how the development of the reproductive systems in both males...
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Video Coding for Mobile Communications: Efficiency, Complexity and Resilience (Signal Processing and its Applications)Academic Press, 2002
This book concentrates on three main challenges of video coding for mobile communications: higher coding efficiency, reduced computational complexity, and improved error resilience. Unlike other high level books and articles that focus on individual aspects in this field, this book has been designed as a quick, easy, and practical introduction to...
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Refrigeration and Air-Conditioning, Fourth EditionButterworth-Heinemann, 2008

	Now in its fourth edition, this respected text delivers a comprehensive introduction to the principles and practice of refrigeration. Clear and straightforward, it is designed for students (NVQ/vocational level) and professional HVAC engineers, including those on short or CPD courses. Inexperienced readers are provided with a comprehensive...
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Euthanasia, Abortion, Death Penalty and Religion - The Right to Life and its Limitations: International Empirical Research (Religion and Human Rights, 4)Springer, 2018

	
		This book considers how the termination of life might be accepted in the view of a general obligation to protect life. It features more than 10 papers written by scholars from 14 countries that offer international comparative empirical research. Inside, readers will find case studies from such areas as: India, Chile, Germany, Italy,...
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Fast Software Encryption: 18th International Workshop, FSE 2011, Lyngby, DenmarkSpringer, 2011

	You are holding the proceedings of FSE 2011, the 18th International Workshop
	on Fast Software Encryption. This workshop was organized in cooperation with
	the International Association for Cryptologic Research. It was held in Lyngby,
	Denmark, during February 13–16, 2011.


	The FSE 2011 Program Committee (PC) consisted of...
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